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ABSTRAK: Terdapat banyak aspek dan konsep mengenai pembacaan. Oi dalam sebuah
perpustakaan akademik, pembacaan dihubungkan kepada pengajaran, pembelajaran dan
penyelidikan. la dihubungkan dengan perolehan maklumat dan pengetahuan, dan bagi
menjanakan pendapat-pendapat baru. Persediaan bahan-bahan dan perkhidmatan-
per~hidmatan oleh perpustakaan hendaklah menunaikan keperluan pembacaan para pelajar,
kakltangan dan sarjana.
Pengkomputeran dan teknologi-teknologi baru telah meneroka kemungkinan-kemungkinan
yang baru untuk menyempumakan permintaan-permintaan seperti ini. Teknologi Maklumat
atau IT telah membuka kemungkinan-kemungkinan untuk suasana maklumat yang sentiasa
kemaskini dan sejagat sifatnya.
Walau bagaimanapun bukan selalunya yang kita dapat beroleh manfaat daripada IT. Masalah
termasuknya seperti kekurangan dalam infrastruktur, kepakaran kakitangan dan peruntukan
kewangan, dan persepsiyang salah. Yang lebih rumit ialah masalah-masalah tidak diduga yang
biasanya dikaitkan dengan perubahan. Bagi mengatasi masalah-masalah ini di dalam suatu
rangka masa hadapan seperti Wawasan 2020, kita perlu menghadapinya dengan tenaga yang
tidak kenaI penat, imaginasi dan keikhtisasan yang berpengetahuan.

ABSTRACT: There are many aspects to and concepts of reading. In an academic library,
reading is linked to teaching, learning and research. It is associated with the obtaining of
information and knowledge, and for the generation of new ideas. Library provision of materials
and services should match the reading needs of students, staff and scholars. Multi-lingual,
tmsti-script and multi-format informational materials, over wide spatial areas and from all
chronological periods must be comprehensively and speedily made available. Such demands
are normally beyond me local collection ability of any single library.
Computerization and the new information technologies have opened up new possibilities for
meeting these needs IT has opened up possibilities for a completely updated informational

environment on a global basis
It is not always possible to realize all the possibilities that IT offers. Current problems are related
to such features as inadequacies of communications infrastructures, personnel expertise and
fundmg. and wrong petcepuon More difficult to solve will be unforeseeable problems that are
naturally essocteted WIthchange For these problems to be solved within the futuristic concept
ofWawasan 2020 they must be tackled with t nacity, imagination and informed professionalism.

I. INTRODUCTION
the bases be at all sound, even postulations may still
be a little useful as general indications for action.

Within the concems of this Seminar. this paper at-
tempts, albeit perhaps somewhat clumsily, to present
certain basic processes and relationships that are
fundamental to an academic library's operation.
Provision of Informational and instructional materials
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and technical processing of library stocks are
discussed in relation to demands upon the library
system and possibilities available within a compu-
terized environment. Deriving from this analysis. it
tries to postulate inwhat manner such a library would
have to react in order to accept the challenges of
using new technology in meeting old needs.

The author must disclaim any pretensions to having
the training and expertise of the educationist. or
sociologist or computer scientist. While the dictates
of the paper made it imperative to pay attention to
certain issues in computerization. education. sociol-
ogy and mass communications. it must be stressed
from the outset that this presentation is more in the
nature of reasoned generalizations. ratherthan being
a technical. expert exercise. with a heavy depend-
ency upon the literatures for expert opinions. I alone
am responsible for any misinterpretation or deficien-
cies.

Against this disclaimer. the five main sections of this
paper are set out as follows after the Introduction:
II. The activity of 'reading'within a university library

is described as a cognitive process.
III. Reader-clientele profiles are presented as

elaboration of reading needs that must be met
by university library provision.

IV. Computing. and IT (or the computer and
communications) technologies. have opened
up new possibilities for libraries to meet these
needs. A brief description of such possibilities
is given.

V. Inthe light of reading activity in a university. and
technological advances. library response to
meeting 'reading' needs is examined in terms of
certain key library processes. Examples high-
lighted are: acquisition. processing and
circulation of materials; collection-building; and
reference services.

VI. Some problems and issues that may be
encountered are postulated.

The present is the threshold of the future. The above
topics are thus analyzed as themselves being proc-
esses of change. with immediate future demands
bein~ ~rd on the heels of the present planning and
provisron.

II. READING WITHIN A UNIVERSITY

The Nature of Reading
~t f~rstglance. reading seems to be an activity which
ISsimple to describe. Anyone enunciating the words
(quietly to himself. or aloud to others) from a surface
upon which words are written. or from a document.
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such as a book. reads. Yet it is clear that there must
be a difference from the four-year old triumphantly
managing Theo Ie Sieg's Ten Apples up on Top and
the erudite professor re-reading Einstein's Theory of
Relativity or the philosophy of Wittgenstein. The
complexities inherent in reading are indicated by the
uses to which the word has been ascribed. Some
examples are as follows:

The gipsy read his palm (or fortune. the tarot cards. or
tea leaves);
The sailor piloted the boat by reading the compass (or
the stars. or the winds);
He read the situation (or the silence. somebody's
thoughts. or between the lines); etc.

The list is endless.

Similarly vast and variegated are the types of mate-
rials. besides books and journals. that are 'read'.
Such materials carry characters other than the writ-
ten word. For example. different types of experts
'read':

- Morse code. ciphers. and other signals and
symbols;

- maps. charts and other diagrammatic
representations;

- statistical runs and series. tables and other
numerical sequences;

- standards. patents. music scores. and so on.

The metaphorical and descriptive uses of theword 'to
read' as indicated above are reflective of different
aspects of reading and the different levels at which
reading may be conducted.

Gray. quoting various sources. indicates that there
are at least three concepts of reading:

(a) .... pri~.arily ~ process of perceiving or
recoqmzmq written or printed symbols';

(b) .... fluent. accurate recognition of words [and!
also the fusion of the specific meanings
represented into a chain of related ideas';

(c) .... the reader not only apprehends the author's
m~ning but also reHects on the significance of
the Ideas presented, evaluates them critically.
and makes application of them in the solution of
problems' (Gray. pp. 17-18).

These three concepts of 'reading' therefore range
from the

(a) basic act of re ding individu I words and
sentences; to the br der cone pt of

(b) reading and cnderstancto : to the still br der
aspect of

(c) readin, unci t ndin ,thin i
Of ide s and to oroouc n

pl' lion



Reading and the University Library
There is no clear consensus as to what the exact
definition of 'reading' should be. As Clay has
observed: 'Any statement that we like to make about
reading is likely to be wrong in some aspect' (Clay,
p.6).

The University Library need not bother itself as to
which definition is pedagogically acceptable. It is
certain, however, that much ofthe reading that takes
place within its walls is likely to conform at leastto the
level of (b) above. In other words, Clay's definition of
reading will apply:

I define reading as a message-gaining, problem-solv-
ing activity, which increases in power and flexibility the
more it is practised. Mydefinition states that within the
directional constraints of the printer'S code, language
and visual perception responses are purposefully
directed in some integrated way to the problem of
extracting meaning from cues in a text, in sequence, to
yield a meaningful communication, conveying the au-
thor's specific message (Clay, p.6).

Research. Any concept of reading in a university
must take cognizance of the research process. Un-
like reading for leisure, where a book is 'consumed'
as an end product, reading for research isan interme-
diate process. Information and the knowtedge held
by others and elsewhere are 'consumed' by the
researcher in order to allow him to come up with new
findings which will in turn be used by others. The
elements of speed and comprehensiveness in the
supply of relevant materials read are relatively much
more important than in situations where books are
read for pleasure.

The place of research in a university makes it certain
that all aspects of reading, from the more basic tothe
b~~est, highest or deepest level will take place
WithIn a university library.

PrOmotion of 'Reading'
In promoting 'reading' at a university library, all the
above factors must be borne in mind. The collections
rnust be of a variety and depth that is likely to be able
to accomm(Xjate a wide range of information needs
by different types of user-readers. Subsequently,
?dditionaJ, new output is likely to be generated from
ideas Which me to the mind during 'reading'. In
ot~er Words, while it is likely that the stocks of a
~nlV~rSity library re large enough to accommodate
~dlng for r cr lion and undiluted enjoyment, the
unIVerSity librar n h 10 focus on Ihe prime role and
conCern Of r din cognitive and cr tive proc-
~sswithin th unlv rsity To Ihis e ,efforts at
I oIlectlo building, t' I proc sin. and servo
ces ra I r n

It is not possible to promote anything without know-
ing the clientele 'market'. Thus, as with all other
types of libraries, an understanding of the clientele is
important; together with their specific needs from the
system. A better understanding will allow the library
to effect better services in a more directed manner.
The next section attempts to elaborate this.

III. READING NEEDS OF THE ACADEMIC READER-

CUENTELE

Unlike the school and the public library (or its junior
section), university libraries enjoy the advantage of
being able to assume that their users not only can
read, but also actually wish to continue to do so. In
other words, 'reading' is much more an integral part
of the academic library, quite unlike other arena of
reading, such as the wider society, the home, or even
other types of libraries, whose readership may
decline for want of ability or interest. Consequently
the 'how' of reading is less important than determin-
ing the 'what' and 'why' of reading needs. This
concern is naturally linked to 'who' the readers are. In
addition, to bear in mind always, that by 'reading' one
means the obtaining of knowledge within disciplines
and information on specific topics of interest, with the
ideal consequence of generating additional new
written output or fresh ideas.

1. The Readers
The community consists of students from basic
degree courses to the more academically experi-
enced postgraduate students. The teaching com-
munity also consists of junior lecturers to those with
more scholarly experience such as professors. In
addition, university libraries generally entertain
researchers and scholars from outside their univer-
sity whose reading needs would represent a wide
range of interest from the most abstract to the most
technical.

2. The Needs
Between them, the clientele is likely to demand from
the most basic of tertiary instructional texts to the
most exotic and esoteric of research materials. Read-
ing is bound up with courses in all the disciplines of
knowtedge offered by the university. Needs are also
linked to all the minute topics of research interest of
individual research students, staff and scholars.

The bigger the university, the more the courses
offered (in range and number) and the better organ-
ized the university is as a research institution, the
more different and diverse will be the demands/
needs that the library will have to meet.
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While teaching needs may be satisfied with a well-
stocked library of written texts, journal and relat~
book material, the needs of research are necessar~ly
wide-ranging. These needs are unlikely to be sans-
fied with any degree of comprehensiveness, by t~e
stocks in any single library, no matter how larqe its
stocks. A recourse must be made to m~ten~ls and
information held elsewhere (in other. IIbr~ne.s, or
specialized information aqencies). For hb.ranesIn !he
Third World, this means resorting to Information
holdings abroad.

3. The Materials .
By field: In times past, a university libra~: as at Plsa
or Nalanda, needed only to stock the religious mat7-
rials needed by its theological students. Today s
secular universities (and their libraries) must cope
with the whole of knowledge which has expanded
most significantly. A general ~n~ersity library today
must include all disciplines within the curre.n.tspec-
trum of knowledge, in the arts and humanities; the
medical and hard sciences; technology and the
applied sciences; the social sciences and law, and
the fine arts.

By format: In order to meet at least most of ~ead.er-
ship needs, the collection must en.compass,ln print.
photocopy, microform or electronic fo~mat, some of
the following: manuscripts, early ~nnt~ boo~s,
contemporary books and journals; pictorial material
(photographs, prints etc); audiovisual. material
(records, phonodiscs, video casse~es, fdms, etc);
unpublished material (private letters, f.des,etc); ephe-
mera (newspaper clippings; souvenir programmes
etc); and other specialized materials related to spe-
cific disciplines (music scores; standards, patents;
cartographic materials, etc).

By information: With such varied interests, informa-
tion queries/demands come in many formats. They
could be limited to just one single, small query - such
as demand for one bibliographic citation, or knowl-
edge of the meaning of one word. On the other hand,
voluminous materials over wide chronological peri-
ods and spatial areas may be needed.

By language and script: With an international rea-
dership, as well as a local research readership who
must be able to cope with a few languages in order
to pursue research, it is likely that many general uni-
versity libraries will have multilingual, multiscript
collections. However, it may seek to restrict Its main
collections to perhaps half adozen languages/scripts
orso, inlinewithgeneral readership language exp r-
tise.
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4. The 'When' of Reading
There is one aspect of reading needs that a
university library faces which is not faced by ~ther
library facilities. This is the time of day (and night)
when the library must try to satisfy the reading needs
of the clientele; and the speed with which information
must often be supplied.

Students in the medical, dental, science and engi-
neering faculties usually have very full working days.
Usually they have to be at hospitals, laboratories, or
workshops during the better part of the day. By the
time they are rested and are ready to tum to the
library, the day is well advanced, and library hours
available to them (and their mentors) are limited. The
library, therefore, hasto remain as 'open' as possible,
for as long as possible, to meet their special needs.

The daily teaching work of many professional rea-
ders are invariably closely linked with the practice of
their protession. Thus doctors teach and practice
medicine; the law faculty teach and consult inthe law.
For these professions and fields of knowledge, it is
particularly important that information: diagnosis and
cures; cases and judgments, etc., be obtained speed-
ily, even immediately, as this literally saves lives. To
a greater or lesser degree, speed is of the essence in
all information work. Even for those in the arts and
social sciences the need for speed is inevitable - as
pressures of teaching and research, the writing-up of
papers and theses, etc. make it imperative that Infor-
mation is obtainable quickly and comprehensively.

5. SpeCial Problems in Reading
In real life, exceptions to the general rule may be
expected to arise; some of these may cause prob-
lems, or at least constitute special areas of concem.
For example, a university library faces problems
when the general assumption of reading ability does
not hold, or does not hold well enough.

It will also need to make special provisions should
the blind and the sighted be integrated into the
student body or the teaching corps. Such problems
and concems need be identified as and when they
crop up, and need to be addressed, in order that
'reading' Is carried out as effectively as possible by
the total community.

Factors for Change
In the same way that ancl nt libraries ha e changed
to the modern library In order to accommod te new
needs, so libraries of t y must pecno ch ng to
cope with needs of the future, There are m ny
propellin ctors C n . Amo th se f ctors
few are s com IIln nd dr
nd communications t chn



available to libraries. Thesetechnologies have revolu-
tionized the methodologyfor information processing
and retrieval. They have proved a boon in aiding
'reading', as it is conducted within special, research
and university libraries. The next section describes
what type of environment is being offered by these
technologies, the better to understand the academic
library's response to change.

IV. THE COMPUTERIZED LIBRARY ENVIRONMENT

Information Technology (IT)embraces the application
of computing, communication and associated office
technologies to the capture, storage, retrieval, process-
ing and dissemination of information in various forms
including voice, video, text and data. It includes elec-
tronic systems, consumer electronics, tele-communi-
cation, both the hardware and software aspects of
computing and the design and production of computer
based manufacturing system (Tung & Chim, 1990,
p.B.34)

Information Technology or ITas it is frequently termed
today is the convergence of computer and communica-
tion technologies; it includes, but is not limited to,
communication techno-logy. Moreover, as we are
beginning to unravel, IT promises a lot more either
computers or communications in isolation can deliver
(Tengku Mohd. Alzman, 1987,p.t),

The above definitions are extremely useful as guides
to keep discussion within a defined path, and to
indicate what aspects of library computerization fall
within IT. This paper does not presume to go into the
technicalities of computerization of libraries which
have been authoritatively presented in other forums.
The interest here is solely to examine:
(a) The impact of computerization upon 'reading'

in an academic setting; and
(b) The opportunities offered toanacademic library

Whichadopts ITto better its services and promote
'reading' for information and knowledge.

The diSCussion draws from local experience and is
presented from the perspective of a university library
oPerating away from the technologicaJly-<1eveloped
Parts of the world.

early Developments
~omPllterizaUon, which beg n in American libraries
:nthel950s,tOOkO er 20 years to reach Malaysia. Till
~ay, many war-torn and di stsr-rjdden scone-
rnles elsewh re in the Third World are y t to adopt
~omPllterlzation, which can only flourish on a base of
1eracy and economic st bUity. A technology·gap of
00 y rs may II div' e countri I the lop-most
~ge of th Informall T hnology (IT) I der and

at lh This gap must

always be borne in mind when library computeriza-
tion is described. However, when a latter-day
economy does finally computerize, it is theoretically
able to leap-frog all the lowest levels and adopt the
very latest technology that is available.

For most libraries that began computerizing early,
computerization was targetted at single processes,
such as acquisitions, or cataloguing or circulation in
single libraries. At a later stage, this progressed to a
clutch of libraries in joint projects to tackle one or two
processes. In Malaysia, this was exampled by the
now well-known project, MALMARC, which was es-
sentially a joint cataloguing scheme by academic
libraries and the National Library, nearly all of whom
were operating off-line.

With the advent of microcomputers in the 1980s,
word processing also became popular, and this type
of computerization found their way into all types of
libraries: academic, public, special and schoollibrar-
ies.

Into the 19805 and 19905
Microchip developments throughout this period have
benefited libraries enormously. Miniaturization tech-
nologies have produced:

Very small computers [which] have enormous
advantages: firstly, because they consume minute
amounts of power; secondly, because they are very
cheap; and thirdly, because they are extremely
portable ... (Evans, 1979,p.58-59).

Miniaturization has also resulted in volume capacity
storage being possible in tiny physical formats. The
appearance of CD-ROM (Compact disc-Read-Only-
Memory) has made it possible for large collections of
texts to be stored in small discs and transported
elsewhere to be read. 'A CD can hold about 600
megabytes of data, which is roughly equi~alent to
200,000 printed pages or 400 large books (Arms,
1990, p.32). Theoretically, this means that !he con-
tents of a million volumes can be stored In a few
dozen shoe-boxes full of CD-ROM discs (2,500), with
much better retrieval possibilities.

Current developments in computerizatio~ hav~ also
made possible the merging of sound and I.~glng to
textual material, signalling changes to wr~lng, pu~-
lishing and therefore reading and information provi-
sion.
In Malaysia, this period has s~en all the aca?emic
libraries computerizing on an Integrat~ .baSIS. All
technical aspects of library work: acquIsItIOns, cata-
loguing, circulation, catalogue enquiring by ~sers;
and library management procedures, such as Inven-
tory control, accounting, etc. have been taken care of
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by one massive integrated software si~ing i~ one
mini-computer system. Information services Via ~n-
line access and CD-ROM databases are now quite
common.

In addition, local academic libraries like other li~ra-
ries, have also acquired the basics in text processl.ng
and desk-top publishing: purchasing softwa~e like
PageMaker, and equipment s~ch as. laser _Printers.
These are used for the production of library informa-
tion and reader education materials such as acces-
sions lists, handbooks, bibliographies, etc., which
are tools in aiding reading.

Into the 21st Century
Forthe future, libraries will have to look to ITdevel~p-
ments and intelligent machines. These technoloqles
will be used for teaching and learning; they will be
adopted for providing information.

An IT environment will enable big networks over vast
distances to be working in real-time. Information can
be exchanged within the network immediately it is
available at anyone point. The 'information' can be
very small in quantity, it can enco~pa~ pages ?f
text. It can be a mix of textual, pictorial or SOniC
materials. Undoubtedly, therefore, IT is a phenom-
enon of the present and a tool for the future.

V. THE UBRARY RESPONSE

Given (a) reader needs and the nature of reading for
information within a university; and (b) technological
possibilities opened up by computerization and IT
developments, it would take a brave library not to
respond. This sectiondescribesthe mannerinwhich
a university library is able to do so. A few examples
are highlighted in terms of key processes.

1. Acquisition and Processing of Material

Acquisitions: the Process. Traditionally, a library
waits for printed publicity to arrive via the post to the
desk of the acquisitions librarian. Book catalogues
and other publicity materials are passed to relevant
academic departments after the library has made its
selection, and orders from both are passed to book
agents who then re-orderwith publishers. Thelibrary
waits for the duration it takes to process these orders
and for the materials to arrive by post, after which
cataloguing Is effected. Where more than one de-
partment is Interested in the published material,
much routing and re-routlng of publicity Isnecessary.
In later years, bulky Books·in-Print (BIP) volumes,
with their supplements, have alleviated Informational
problems of the acquisitions process; but no library
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dares circulate their BIP, and academic staff and
students are only given very limited access to these
tools, which basically remain as tools for librarians.

Manual Cataloguing. It is only after the item has
been received that the library can begin to process it.
A library that faces staff or staff expertise shortages
will delay the processing. A library that has a chronic
backlog in cataloguing, will foist further problems
downstream to circulation and reader services.

Problems. Even assuming maximum efficiency all
around, it could take up to six months before an item
is made available for loan. In many instances, a year
or two could elapse before reading against an or-
dered item can be effected by the user who ordered
it. In the meantime, he could remain totally in the dark
as to the state of his order.

The problems associated with these manual proc-
esses are many. Not all relevant publicity is received.
They may be lost or thrown away by any single
individual or department at any point in the chain.
Information is haphazard. In all, a lot of time and
energy has to be expended; much stationery used;
bulky equipment (catalogue cabinets; visible index
etc.) and much space taken up for filing and record
maintenance.

CD-ROM Technology.' Today, the major publish-
ers of academic material which are marketed freely
via an organized book trade are still in the USA, the
UK and Europe. Ubraries without the necessary
communications back-up and which are situated far
away from these countries have benefited tremen-
dously from CD-ROM developments. Publishers'
databases such as Bowkers offer instant access to
thousands of in-print titles. They have effectively
allowed libraries subscribing to their databases on
CD-ROM to continuously access a consolidated and
current publishing situation easily and speedtv, with
a time-lag of only 3-4 months while waiting for up-
dates.

The 'acquisition record' can be lifted from a publisher
database, and downloaded into a viewing file. This
can also be used as an initial, unedited 'cataloguing'
record. It can be available immedlalely to Ihe gen ral
readership throughout Ihe entire library computer
network; thus it Is Iso a 'r fer rcerocoro. Alterna-
tively, full 'cal logulng' r cords can 'lift 'from
cal loguing dIS s such Bi llofil nd dd
to a libr ry's local d I Ilh polnt of time wh n
m t rl Is rri ,cutlin s rt roc ssln tim tre-
m ndously.



IT Environment. For libraries that operate within an
ITenvironment, no waiting time at all is necessary, as
they can be on-line to book agents such as Blackwells.
Orders can be sent to agents by merely lifting a
record from a publisher database and send ing thatto
the agent, who processes it. Thus a process that
used to take months or years can be reduced to days
or weeks (the time an item takes to arrive by surface
mail or air post). Simultaneously, at the library, order
information can be viewed (by the user) as an item on
order.

Impact on reading. Such developments mean that
obtaining of relevant materials for information is
much expedited. The processes of searching for
relevant in-print materials can be conducted by many
parties against a consolidated and updated data-
base. The act of reading of the materials can be
effected very soon after a relevant item is published.
This narrows the information gap, in terms of time
factor, between the developed and the developing
nations; and has a subsequent impact on research
and teaching by the 'reader'.

2. Collection-Building
A library collects that which is available on the trade
market. For specialized collections such as private
papers and incunabula their scholars would have to
journey to the holding I'ibraries, even for preliminary
VieWing.For even less exotic materials such as old or
expensive runs of journals and out-of-print materials,
an academic library would have to wait till they
SUrface onto the second-hand market, or wait for
reprints and reprographic copies if interlibrary loans
are not possible; or purchase as single articles under
dOCument delivery services.

Up to the present moment, librarians are used to
acquiring unique bibliographic units (a book, a jour-
nal SUbscription, etc.) for current publishing. With
current chip technology, it is beginning to look anach-
ronistic as well as uneconomic to print single books
that take upa lot of storage (shelf) space and arevery
heavy to carry around. This is especially cumber-
SOmeand costly if the books are huge; need a lot of
COlOUredillustrations for explanation: and individual
readers only need v ry small bits of information from
:hem. Reference mater I uch as dictionaries, at-
,?S?Sand encydopa , re good e mples. Unlike
'Ctlon, th y ar n er r d from end-to nd; more-
over, they need const nt upd ting to be relevant.

~ Such mat r
I ve diff lIy
nformation Ican be t
infar u

clients. Research use of information contained in
such references is that, often, they are cited (or
incorporated) with research writings. Reader ability
to download text and images for merging with one's
own writing is thus an attractive feature. Examples
are Atlas Pack (Electronic World Atlas); the Oxford
English Dictionary on CD-ROM (1 disk for the 12
volumes); the Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia, and
many others marketed by CD-ROM agents such as
Updata, and others.

CD-ROM technology is also likely to take over the
functions now performed by microfilming (film or
fiche), as large private and out-of-print collections
may be made available to libraries by the holding
library, with added attractive features of indexing
which therefore make information easily retrieval.

Multiple subscriptions. The nightmare of most
serial librarians are linked with missing issues; claims,
binding backlogs and shelf storage space. In addi-
tion, escalating journal prices often rule out taking
new titles every year. CD-ROM agents now work with
publishers to 'publish' multiple subscriptions in a
single CD-ROM subscription, covering multiple peri-
odical subscription. For example, UMI's 'Business
Periodicals Ondisc' lists 338 periodical titles for a
subscription cost of US$14,950 (M$38,OOOat current
exchange rates). An equivalent hard-copy subscrip-
tion for all the 338 periodical titles is likely to be about
M$70,OOO-M$75,OOO;without the convenience of
searching, and with the problems of storage and
administration associated with hard-copy serials
control.
Collection-buildjng must avail itself of these devel-
opments in electronic publishing. Indeed some
texts, conference proceedings and certain journal
titles are now only available in electronic format.

Impact on reading. These ~echno~og!~sopen up
new vistas for extending reading of Significant mate-
rial held in other parts of the world. Materials may be
museum collections; diplomatic archives; war
records; and so on, inaddition to books and journals.
The benefits of this are enormous and accumulative,
as the whole body of a library's specific readership
are spared the trouble and ex~ense of ~ving to
[ourney elsewhere to view materials of their Interest.

3. Circulation Processes

Computerization of the circulation proc~ss produ~es
perhaps the most visible and immediate benefits.
Traditional methods need long minut~s in fron~of the
card catalogues pursuing 'see' and see also re~er-
enees, taking note of call numbers, and searching
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many subject headings before an academic user can
trackthe items he would wish to borrow. Mutilated or
missing cards and misfiling add to his problems. A
specific part of the catalogue can be referred to by
only one user at a time. No one can refer to the
catalogue once the library is dosed. The catalogu.e
of a big library can only be placed in one place; or IS

only duplicated at other locations with a great deal of
effort.

With the installation of OPAC terminals under a
computerized environment, the lives of both library
staff and users are made easier. In a library that is run
on top of a campus-wide communications system,
reference can be made to the 'central' catalogue
information from anywhere in the campus. Multiple
users can simultaneously log-in to the central data-
base (catalogue). This can be done without refer-
ence to library working hours. The more information
that is available in the central databases, the more
reference can be done against the catalogue inde-
pendent of the reader physically coming into the
library. By this method, library hours become more
flexible; and the library system remains 'open' 24
hours of the day. Depending on the features of the
circulation software package, loans, renewals and
reservations can be done online, without the need to
lug volumes all around. Catalogue information is
available within seconds, and useful 'help' screens
guide readers to cross-references which can be built
into the catalogue database.

For the Iibrary, the ted ious processes of fil ing and the
purchase and storage of massive catalogues are
avoided.

IT environment. Where a country already has the
necessary communications over a wide geographic
area, an academic library can tap into, and be part of
a catalogue enquiry system. Thus, through SILAS,
Singapore libraries all over the island are able to read
each other's catalogues via the SILAS database
maintained at the National library. In Malaysia.
through the proposed JARI NG network by MIMaS at
the Prime Minister's Department, research libraries
all over the country will be linked up, making biblio-
graphic information on research available to all those
within this national network.

Impa ct on read ing. Itwould not be facetious to state
that academic users will have more time forthe actual
act of reading, rather than fumbling around the
catalogues. It encourages reading in that those who
could not use the library during most of its opening
hours are able to determine what they need in their
own time; popping into the library lust to fetch the
items which they know to be available from the
stacks, and borrow these items needed.
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The feasibility of keyword and subject searches, and
printing of personal searches, or downloading such
searches to one's own computer, extends the circu-
lation process into the arena of bibliographic re-
search, itself an extension of reading; and a neces-
sary part of the research process.

4. Reference and Information Retrieval
It is perhaps in the reference and reader services
sector that computerization and ITholds out the most
exciting promises for librarianship and reading.

CD-ROM Technology. Again, CD-ROM currently
offer an intermediate solution to access. The vast
array of CD-ROM subject databases available: on
medicine, demography, education, economics and
business, and many others, allow quick and detailed
searches to be made, by the library and the reader,
at relatively little cost. CD-ROM remain the only
solution under conditions where:
(a) a library, or a country still lacks the specialized

communications infra-structures necessary for
data (or voice and image) transmission; or

(b) where the database owners are unwilling to
entertain constant online access to their
information, and would rather sell it in CD-ROM
format.

IT Environment. Manyacademiclibraries, however,
would want on-line access to established databases
for abstracting updated information. This is impor-
tant for fields such as Medicine, Engineering and
Law, where the latest findings and technical break-
throughs and judicial decisions could make a big
difference to the reader in arriving at his own decision
to deal with his specific case.

For libraries operating far away from centres of
database holdings a combinational use of online
searches (for updated information) and CD-ROM
may satisfy both counts of need for current informa-
tion and economy.

libraries with the necessary infrastructures are able
to access millions of bibliographic entries and infor-
mation from hundreds of databases, such as
MEDLINE. ERIC. Engineering Index and many
others from any place and at any time. Many of these
databases hold abstracts of findings. Oth rs are full-
text. Inall cases. hard copies of full-texts are avaBabie
on request.

Impact on reading. It Is undou th t current
and focussed r sullS a in Ih res rch proc ss.
The re der Is a I to 0 I in lntor lion and know-
ledge in his topic of inl r t. H i bI to r the
m leri I fJV n thou h uch I' J
II Ov r th 10 .



Voice (sound) and imaging techniques nowavaila-
ble will become increasingly more popular and be
made available more cheaply. Reference work will
even be lighter yet more relevant. To satisfy a query
on Beethoven's 'Emperor', for example, the librarian
will not just fetch the music score of Beethoven's
Fifth; his biographies; and the phonodisc, but will
make a single electronic item available. From this,
the 'reader' will read about, or hear about, Beethoven;
read his score; hear the music; and with the possibi-
Iity of having the part or the whole analyzed by critics.
Under such circumstances. 'reading' assumes more
immediately the more rounded concept of knowing
at the broadest level.

Computer scientists are already experimenting with
three-dimensional fiqures." In future, computer ac-
cessories may make it possible for olfactory and
tactile kno'Ntedge of objects described to be possi-
ble, in addition to visual and sonic simulation. Thus
an exposition of, say, 'lavender', or 'otter' in compu-
terized encyclopaedia may well permitthe 'reader' to
know totally by sight, feel, smell and sound what
these plants and animals are. Under such conditions,
the concept of 'reading' itself would have changed. It
Would have approached more the 'gaining of know-
ledge' concept: thus cutting short the processes of
(a) reading and (b) interpreting. In many instances,
both (a)and (b) would have been telescoped into one
process, for kno'Ntedge upon such physical phe-
nomena described.

S. Meeting Special Needs
So long as an institution deals with people it can
e~pect that special problems outside the norm will
anse. A university library that serves a varied student
body can expect, for example, slow readers as well
as the extra-curious and eager readers. A university
that integrates the blind and the sighted, as does the
University ofMalaya, wal need to pay attention to their
reading needs.

~omputerization has made it possible for special
tuit·lon' programmes to be drawn up to aid teaching.
Slow leamers can ta e thems Ives through learning
a Specific topic ag in nd again, unta they under-
stand. The marri ge of sound nd image in compu-
terization taca' te many t ching and Ie ming proc-
esses.3 For exarnpl a tud nt r ding up on cardiac
f~blems can gu~ed v computer pac ages, so

t he can I rn to di n on condition from
anoth r, aft r I II po it ions

format as an immediate reading experience, without
the need for another human intermediary. The
Arkenstone system enables the bl ind to 'read' imme-
d iately any printed text that hewishes. A scanner and
computer system transforms the printed word into
the spoken word sothat the blind reader may 'browse'
the article for relevance. If he is interested in retaining
a copy of what he is 'reading' for future reference, he
has a choice of a few formats. He may wish to take:

(a) a taped version on cassette for listening (or
audio 'reading')

(b) a computer diskette version, which may be
downloaded into his own PC; or

(c) a braille version, if he is more proficient in
'reading' this format (with his fingers).

If communications permit, information may merely
be sent along to his computer at home, without any
intervening formats.

It can be seen from these four examples of key library
processes and library-reader relationships that com-
puterization and the IT environment have made for
tremendous changes. Many possibilities are now
available for aiding, promoting and facilitating 'read-
ing' as practised within a university. The responsive
library will adopt those developments that are feasi-
ble within its own technological and economic situ-
ation. It will have to keep on striving to maximize the
amount of technology that can be provided to aid
reading.

VI. PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

The above sections indicate how computerization
and IT have held out the promises of a future in
proximity for libraries. But there. are not only boons
and benefits; problems too exist. As has been
indicated in Section I, different countries (and librar-
ies) are at different levels of computerization. There
are many factors which may serve to hold back IT
developments. A few examples are discussed be-

low.

1. Communications .
In order for any network to be established. specl~l-
ized communications infrastructures must be avat-
able. These are high-speed, and ideally can acco~-
modatevoiceand images besides data. Techn~o~l-
cally advanced countries like the USA and Britain,
and technology-aware States like Singapore are
'wired' up. This makes online access an~here
possible. In countries like Laos and Cambodia, ?n
th oth r hand, where preoccupation has been with
more fund ment I issues of survival. none of these
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possibilities can yet be realized. 4 Even in countries in
between such as Malaysia, where Telekoms has a full
programme of communications development, there
are many significant pockets of communications
poverty. In some campuses like UM for example, the
Library LAN (Local Area Network) had to be a tempo-
rary solution, as the proposed campus-wide com-
munications network is still being planned." Without
adequate quality communications infrastructures that
are internationally compatible, a full IT environment
cannot be achieved. One cannot tap into, nor partici-
pate in, international networking.

This area is largely outside of an individual library's
ability to solve. National communications remain a
macro problem. An academic library computerizing
ahead of its institutional capacity may well have to
implement its programme in at least two stages, and
solutions will be more messy and more expensive
(forthe library) than ifa full communications structure
had been provided from the start.

2. Personnel
The higher the technology, the more necessary it is
for available manpower to plan for, deal with, and
exploitthetechnologytothe maximum." Computeri-
zation and the speed of ITdevelopments have largely
caught many libraries unprepared. Many libraries
find it difficult to tap enough of technical expertise
(from any source) for their adoption and implemen-
tation of IT for reading. Within the library, a library
mayfind itdifficult to 'retrain' old stafftothe necessary
level of expertise.

Solutions may well lie within recruitment policies for
new posts. Libraries will have to justify, and obtain,
posts of systems personnel for its own staff. 'Trading'
of posts is also possible: with a library giving up old
posts of say, library officers for systems people to
help plan and maintain systems. A range of strate-
gies may be necessary. In UML, for example, prepa-
ration for computerization was planned more than a
decade ago, and serving staff were sent overseas for
training invarious aspects of library computerization.
In addition, systems personnel were borrowed from
the Computer Centre to lend a hand. The advisory
and planning Technical Committee for Computeriza-
tion were drawn from the academic staff, headed by
the Professor for Mathematics, and with the Faculty
of Engineering and Computer Centre being repre-
sented to advise on communications and hardware.
Without such voluntary dedication and COOperation
computerization on a larger scale will face many
problems. In the final analysis, one hopes that the
institution will heed the words of the Prime Minister.
He urged:
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Train your own manpower. Equip them for their chang-
ing tasks. Look after their interests. Upgrade their skills.
Manage them well. And reward them for their contribu-
tion (Mahathir, 1991, p.21-22).

3. Perception
An insid ious struggle has always to be fought against
adverse perception: perception of what librarians
can do; perception of what level of funding ought (or
ought not) to be made available; and what type of
posts are suitable fora library. Libraries maywell face
med iaeval perception that posts of systems analysts
are not suitable for the library, but should only be in
the Computer Centre and perhaps other depart-
ments, such as the Faculty of Engineering. Aca-
demic libraries which have to battle for their compu-
terization programmes have to be prepared to dig in
and change adverse perception on all fronts. The
profession itself must struggle to change the un-
healthy 'mind set of librarians' such as towards net-
working as a central activity (Ch'ng, 1991, p.30-31).

4. Funding
Although both hardware and telecommunications
costs have dropped considerably, investments in IT
infrastructures are still very substantial. For a fair
sized library, say, like UML, the sum can run to a few
million ringgit. In addition, costs of training staff;
conversion ofdata and processes from manual modes
to electronic format; purchase of equipment and
databases, etc. demand a budget of many hundreds
of thousands of dollars. Continuous support is
absolutely necessary, and large amounts of mainte-
nance costs must be envisaged into the indefinite
long run. Pride in its own library may encourage
institutionstototallyfund the projects; butt hen again,
they may not wish to, or may not be able to. Under
such conditions, much frustrations will have to be
borne by all.

The Possibili1ies, the Will and the Way
ITholds many possibilities for academic work. Read-
ing can be facilitated. Access can be speeded up.
The process of obtaining knowledge and information
assumes new formats. Indeed. th whole concept of
reading Is broadened through application of compu-
terization and IT.



There are no easy solutions. As in so many human
enterprises, solutions may well appear by pure
chance. Thus, in the case of UML, after battling
twenty years without success for adequate funding,
one, single, unique meeting with a far-sighted Minis-
terfor Education deared the way for computerization
on a network basis; and with full IT possibilities to be
made feasible. In the case of Singapore librarians,
computerization was part of a national pian. Much
hard work and imaginative work was put in by libra-
rians. Adequate funding in fact was not a huge
problem at all. Though the factors to look to are
Similar for all libraries, the areas for concern, and
which represent often insurmountable problems,
differ greatly between individual situations. Undoubt-
edly, the greater the macro support and availability of
resources, the easier it is for a library to seize all the
advantages offered by IT as a tool for learning.

New Issues
In analyzing the four basic ingredients of power,
Toffler judged knowledge to be the most important.
Furthermore:

Knowledge has gone from their being an adjunct of
memory and muscle power, to being their very es-
sence. (Toffler, 1991, p.17)

In the new era academic libraries are not only
information houses, but they are catalysts to fresh
knowledge, after their stores have been processed
by the minds of their readers, with the aid of comput-
ers. In this they will adopt a new role for power-
?roking. In this role they will need to guard their
~ndependence and be guided by their professional-
Ism.

New issues will arise as a direct result of the new
technologies: Licensing, copyrights, standards will
be among many others of a practical and ethical
~ture that will have to be considered. The econom-
ICS of information provision fits in well with Wawasan
2020's clear call to modernize: a proxy for independ-
~nceand self-reliance. Pricing policies will haveto b.e
;:eked at. New services, which can be marketed, will
aVetObeexamlned. Inthis,librarieswili havetolook

to both their collections and their services. Else-
where, data s shave Iready been established
Wh!Ch can be old P cem I ( s Individual access)
~r In toto. The me principl s and procedures can
I eappliedlocaJly, shas ndoneelsewhere. Thus
~J d t s sin Ih r Ids of Law, Medicine and Ihe
rts and Soc, I Sc nc n b off red 10oth rs to

enhance I T Y w~1 n 10 beFe 9 . nd led pr rty. This
,n turn. will nd p r n I ( ntse).
n l th hil mon nd
Phy mo 11m-

portant is likely to be imagination and a certain daring
and adventurousness of spirit. Risk-taking and the
tackting of uncertainties have always been the com-
panions of future planning. The risks are inherent, but
libraries and librarians dare not not to take them, for
the greater fear that they may become literary dino-
saurs.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The terrible feeling for most libraries is that, even as
they struggle to adopt the 'newest' technology, that
it is already on the way to being obsolete. Unlike the
good old catalogues of yore, that stood so solidly for
over a hundred years, the days of Read-only-memory
(ROM) must give way to interactive read-and-write
memory; adaptable to different add-on scripts and
sound. The essence is on change, the speed of
which a library must learn not just to cope with, but
ride alongside, and enjoy the benefits of its company.
On this journey, a library should always remember,
that as an institution, it is older than the best techno-
logy; and that all technology after all is a tool to
achieve its ends. This perception is necessary, if a
library is not to be overwhelmed by technological
advances, and retain its focus on its role: t.o provide
the platform for the humanistic interaction of reading
for information and knowledge, and the passing on
and exchange of ideas.

This perception is particularly appropriate to the
objectives of 'Wawasan 2020', which is itself a con-
cept for forward-looking policies, while retaining tra-
ditional values adjudged to be useful for one's own
society, within one's own world-view (See Adden-
dum). Within this concept, a library .~ust be more
modern, more self-reliant, more effiCient and yet
more caring.

The Readers
Universities have seen their readers change from
being very elitist, and specialist, to being more ~emo-
cratically constituted. In time, the computer iI~eracy
f IItheir readers will be taken for granted, aswill their

~e~and for audio-visual, computer-aided materials.
Readers will come from the generations who have
grown upon videotape Ladybird 'books' and compu-
ter games rather than on sight-read volumes, and to
whom television characters will be more real than
book heroes. To aid their 'reading' of Shakes~are,

nd modern writers big-screen and VideoAusten, a '
equipment and computerized packages _maybe ~
necessary introduction to the actual text, if not their
direct substitute.
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The present has seen readers with specialized read-
ing needs such as the blind and visually-handi-
capped being integrated with the sighted. For the
future, as society develops its full literacy programmes,
other 'handicapped' groups may also be included
into the university circles. For example, those who
sufferfrom dyslexia," or 'word blindness', 'defined as
the inability to process language symbols' (Jordan,
p.3) and the autistic may well be integrated, along
with slow learners, and others with different types of
disabilities. Specialized computers that can un-
scramble words to their satisfaction, or pace their
development, and stimulate their interest on reading,
may well be available. Within an IT environment, a
library may not need to purchase specialized equip-
ment and software, but may be able to 'tap' into or
subscribe to, such software and programmes as are
available to deal with these specific needs as and
when they arise. The maximizing of human re-
sources and their education is well in line with the
caring concept of Wawasan 2020, besides being in
line with its economic rationale of total manpower
development.

Reading

Over time. we have witnessed how 'reading' as a
process and as a concept has shifted in meaning.
The specialist in 'reading' his figures, symbols and
graphic material, processes the information he sees,
through his eyes, for knowtedge. The blind, in
'reading' with his fingers, is informed. Today, he is
also able to 'read' with his ears.

Oxenham, in his interesting treatise on Iiteracy, raised
a question which many science fiction writers have
postulated in more dramatic terms:

At present, the impulses stored in a computer have to
be converted into visual-pictorial, alphabetic or numeri-
cal - or sonic symbols in order to concord with the
normal human modes of perception. Might it be
possible for such impulses [information symbols) to be
conducted directly to a person's brain without the
medium of either sound or vision? (Oxenham, 1980,
p.125).

When Man first thought of flying, others thought him
to be mad. When later, Man dreamed of going to the
moon, others thought it to be mere romance and
judged it to be fantasy. The last hundred years have
taught us not to pooh-pooh any idea, no matter how
far-fetched it may seem for it has often been proved
t~t the hand will wrought what the mind can con-
ceive.
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Should the above dream be realized, 'reading' may
yet adopt a different meaning, and libraries will have
to cope with it. In that environment, it is doubtless
computers will play a part, and IT will bring the
furthest information to the nearest reader. In the
meantime:

There is obviously a lot for everyone to do. Unfortu-
nately there is no Simple one shot formula.... Many,
many things must bedone by many, many people. And
they must be done as correctly as possible. We must
be prepared to be self-critical and to bewilling to make
corrections. ButGodWilling we can succeed [Mahathir,
1991, p.22).

ADDENDUM

'Wawasan 2020'

'Wawasan 2020' or 'Vision 2020', an inspired ophthal-
mological pun fora clear vision forthe nation's future,
was first coined by the Prime Minister, Datuk Seri Dr.
Mahathir Mohamad (see: 'Vision 2020 is aspiration of
people, says Dr. Mahathir', New Straits Times, 3
September 1991). The thinking, however, had been
echoed much earlier in other speeches of the Prime
Minister. Examples are those at the launching of the
Second Perspective Plan and the Sixth Malaysia Plan
in mid-1991; and at the Annual Dinner of Financial
Institutions on 28 August 1991 (reported in New
Straits Times, 30 August 1991).

The document that is generally referred to which
outlines the central challenges of Wawasan 2020 is
the P~ime Minister's Working Paper at the Inaugural
Meeting of the Malaysian Business Council on 28
;ebruary 1991, entitled 'The Way Forward', or
Langkah ke Hadapan'. The paper poses 'nine cen-
tral strategic challenges' that should be met in order
for .Malaysia to achieve the status of a developed
nation. These include the realization of a united,
democratic, caring, ethical and self-reliant nation
with peace, justice and economic opportunities tor
all.

In the ensuinq months, 'Wawasan 2020' has served
to become a stirring call to make Malaysia a deve-
loped nation by the year 2020:



We have designed Vision 2020 which intends to make
Malaysia a developed nation by the year 2020.... The
developed nation status that is meant is a nation that is
capable of developing itself through the acquisition of
knowledge, efficiency and high morals which will en-
able us to compete with other developed nations in all
sectors (New Straits Times, 9 November 1991).

Within the concerns of this Seminar, this aspect isthe
most relevant, as is the sixth challenge posed by Dr.
Mahathir, that of:

.... establishing a scientific and progressive society, a
society that is innovative and forward-looking, one that
is not only a consumer of technology but also a con-
tributor to the scientific and technological civilisation of
the future (Mahathir, 1991, p.3).
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FOOTNOTES
lThe strong points and weaknesses of CD-ROMtechnology are
well described by Caroline Arms, as follows:

The technology, usually known as CD-ROM (for Com-
pact Disk Read-Only-Memory) when used as a storage
medium for computers, encodes digital information by
creating minuscule pits and bumps on ametal-coated
plastic disk.... Copies can be pressed from a glass
master disk for around [US)S3.... The basic cost of
storage capacity on CD-ROM is incredibly low; mag-
netic tape to store the same data would cost twenty
times as much, and floppy disks two hundred times as
muCh. The cost of the physical process has dropped
dramatically In the last few years and can be under
[US)S2,OOO.The real cost of a compact disk derives
f~omcollecting, organizing, and indexing the informa-
~Ionto( convenient access. Since the market for serv-
I~S based on CD-ROM Is still small, prices are high;
typically, an Inde ing or ab tracting service on CD-
ROM Is Pficed 50 10 100 percenl higher than Ihe
equlv lent service In prlnl. As the m rkel conlinues 10
'xpand and par1icul rly as more Individuals invesl in
Co re dtfs, price will come down.. .AJlhoughlhe cost
of storing nformation on CD-ROM is very low, Ihe
t8<:hnologyh s Important limits nd will not supersede
thamore con enhonal m gnahc dis lechnology th tis
now the ptlm ry maclium for dala stor ge. Once the
COmp ct d, h be npre d the Informallon tor do 'n I cannot be modltl8d Hence. It is not uilabi for
:p~,ca 'onslh I reqUlt. bsolute currency or for infor-
m hon I eh .ng ry r 'diy, I ough It is Id 1I0r

., rl I I can be convenl nlly re i d nnu lIy,
qu " tty, or n men I Th 0 r ptobl m w,th th
~n06ogy i. 'S t •• I n 11m • long 10

I • ~leul of Co. nd n
" OOIOd y'.t Ih J'ddl , long
to r d CStI So, ON I Co. I for

personal environment or a dedicated stand-alone sys-
tem, it may not be appropriate for sharing a heavily
used database. A printed index often runs over many
volumes, and several users can use a single copy
simultaneously; if the same index is on CD-ROM... it is
only available to a single user [Arms, 1990, p.32-33J,

2fhose who viewed the programme 'Beyond 2,000' aired over
TV Malaysia on 12April 1992would have seen the amazing
application of computers in creating holograms. Their useful-
ness to library work can well be expected.

3See,for example, Chan, 1991.

4Seefor example, Ch'ng, 1991,passim; Khoo, 1990.

5See Kekal Abadi, Vol.l0 No.1 (March 1991). The issue was
devoted to a description of the Library's computerization
project.

6Seefor example, Regional Conference, 1991; Ong, 1989; 'A
Vision of an Intelligent Island' Report, 1992.

7Forsome information on dyslexia in local schools see 'Harapan
pesakit dyslexia untuk sembuh cerah', Berita Minggu, 12
March 1989; and 'Menangani masalah dyslexia: kesukaran
yang mengganggu saraf otak dan kognitif kanak-kanak',
Berita Harian, 21 March 1990.
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